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Technology will soon improve 
project selection and 
prioritization, monitor 
progress, speed up reporting, 
and facilitate testing. 

Project managers, aided by 
virtual project assistants, will 
find their roles more focused on 
coaching and stakeholder 
management than on 
administration and manual 
tasks. 

https://hbr.org/2023/02/how-ai-will-transform-project-management

https://hbr.org/2023/02/how-ai-will-transform-project-management
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Every year, approximately $48 
trillion are invested in projects. 

Yet according to the Standish 
Group, only 35% of projects are 
considered successful. 

The wasted resources and 
unrealized benefits of the other 
65% are mind-blowing.
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65%

https://www.infoq.com/articles/standish-chaos-2015/
https://www.infoq.com/articles/standish-chaos-2015/


One reason we have found why project 
success rates are so poor is the low level of 
maturity of technologies available for 
managing them. 

Most organizations and project leaders are 
still using spreadsheets, slides, and other 
applications that haven’t evolved much over 
the past few decades.
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Source: makeuseof.com

https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/improve-powerpoint-presentation-excel-data-visualizations/


If applying AI and other technological innovations to project management could 
improve the success ratio of projects by just 25%, it would equate to trillions of 

dollars of value and benefits to organizations, societies, and individuals. 
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Source: emscognito.co.uk

http://www.emscognito.co.uk/value-for-money


a) 20%
b) 40%
c) 60%
d) 80%
e) 100%

What percentage of the current project management and 
PMO practices will be disrupted by AI?
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6 Aspects of Project 
Management that Will Be 

Disrupted



6 Aspects of Project Management that Will Be Disrupted

1. Better selection and prioritization

2. Support for the project management office

3. Improved, faster project definition, planning, and reporting

4. Virtual project assistants

5. Advanced testing systems and software

6. A new role for the project manager
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1. Better selection and prioritization
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• Faster identification of launch-
ready projects that have the right 
fundamentals in place

• Selection of projects that have 
higher chances of success and 
delivering the highest benefits

• A better balance in the project 
portfolio and overview of risk in the 
organization

• Removal of human biases from 
decision-making Source: hubgets.com

https://www.hubgets.com/blog/prioritization-5-tips-master/


hirevue.com



2. Support for the project management office
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• Better monitoring of project progress

• Anticipate potential problems and to 
address some simple ones automatically

• Automated preparation and distribution of 
project reports, and gathering of feedback

• Greater sophistication in selecting the 
best methodology for each project

• Compliance for processes and policies

• Automation, via virtual assistants, of 
support functions

Source: cio.com

https://www.cio.com/article/2441862/what-is-a-project-management-office-pmo-and-do-you-need-one.html


3. Improved, faster project definition, planning, reporting
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• Improved project scoping by 
automating the collection and 
analysis of user stories

• Tools to facilitate scheduling 
processes and draft detailed plans 
and resource demands

• Automated reporting that is not 
only produced with less labour but 
will replace today’s reports —
which are often weeks old — with 
real-time data. Source: sanet.ws

https://sanet.ws/blogs/bonnytuts/advanced_project_planning_and_scheduling_with_primavera_p.4130257.html


4. Virtual project assistants
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• The digital assistant learns from past time 
entries, project planning data, and the 
overall context to tailor interactions and 
smartly capture critical project 
information. 

• PMOtto is a ML-enabled virtual project 
assistant that is already in use. 

Source: pmotto.ai

https://www.projectmanagement.ie/blog/future-trends-women-in-project-management/


5. Advanced testing systems and software
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• Advanced and automated system 
testing solutions for software 
projects will soon allow early 
detection of defects and self-
correcting processes. 

• This will significantly reduce time 
spent on cumbersome testing 
activities, reduce the number of 
reworks, and ultimately, deliver 
easy-to-use and bug-free 
solutions.

Source: harbinger-systems.com

https://harbinger-systems.com/services/advanced-testing/


6. A new role for the project manager
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• Project managers will not be going away, 
but they will need to embrace these 
changes and take advantage of the new 
technologies

• They will need to cultivate strong soft 
skills, leadership capabilities, strategic 
thinking, and business acumen. 

• They must focus on the delivery of the 
expected benefits and their alignment 
with strategic goals. 

• They will also need a good understanding 
of these technologies. 

Source: projectmanagement.ie

https://www.projectmanagement.ie/blog/future-trends-women-in-project-management/


a) Better selection and prioritization
b) Support for the project management office
c) Improved, faster project definition, 

planning, and reporting
d) Virtual project assistants
e) Advanced testing systems and software
f) Other

Which project management area is going to be disrupted 
by AI the most?
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Data and People
Make the Future a Reality
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Training AI algorithms to manage projects 
will require large amounts of project-related 
data. Your organization may retain troves of 
historical project data, but they are likely to 
be stored in thousands of documents in a 
variety of file formats scattered around 
different systems. 

Roughly 80% of the time spent preparing a 
ML algorithm for use is focused on data 
gathering and cleaning, which takes raw and 
unstructured data and transforms it into 
structured data that can train a machine 
learning model.

Source: cnm-it.co.za

Properly managed data

https://cnm-it.co.za/2019/10/29/how-data-management-is-changing/


Is your organization ready to embrace AI in projects?
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Are you ready to spend 
time making an 

accurate inventory of all 
your projects, including 

the latest status 
update?

Can you invest several 
resources for some 

months to gather, clean, 
and structure your 

project data?

Have you made up your 
mind to let go of your 

old project management 
habits, such as your 

monthly progress 
reports?

Are you prepared to 
invest in training your 
project management 

community in this new 
technology?

Are they willing to move 
out of their traditional 

comfort zones and 
radically change how 

they manage their 
projects?



Is your organization ready to embrace AI in projects?
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Is your organization ready 
to accept and adopt a new 
technology and hand over 
the reins on decisions with 
increasingly higher stakes?

Are you ready to let this 
technology make mistakes 

as it learns to perform 
better for your 
organization?

Does your executive 
sponsor for this project 
have the capability and 

credibility in your 
organization to lead this 

transformation?

Are senior leaders willing 
to wait several months, up 
to one year, to start seeing 

the benefits of the 
automation?



World’s Best Project Management Master Class Ever
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Source: theguardian.com

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2010/dec/02/qatar-win-2022-world-cup-bid


This summer join us to the greatest project management master 
class ever

Unique opportunity to learn directly from Ricardo and Antonio 
q Latest thinking
q Newest tools
q Modern concepts
q AI, Sustainability, Diversity
q Project Economy
q and much more
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Project Canvas Practitionair
HBR Project Management Book



ricardo-vargas.comOnline School
learn.ricardo-vargas.com

Newsletter
https://ricardo-

vargas.com/newsletter/
LinkedIn



Thank you!

Let's continue the 
conversation! 
Connect with me 
on LinkedIn!

ricardo-vargas.com

instagram.com/rvvargas/

linkedin.com/in/ricardovargas

@rvvargas

youtube.com/rvvargas

antonionietorodriguez.com

linkedin.com/in/antonionietorodriguez

@ anietorodriguez

Newsletter: join +51.000 experts 

Download the Presentation here


